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About This Game

Our once peaceful world is wrapped in a dark fog. Travel as Tegan back in time to stop a curse that has ever threatened the
world. Only one of your long-dead ancestors knows how to stop the curse. Armed with a cyber gun you travel back to the

Middle Ages and search for Relict. With a lot of humor and many bad jokes you will experience the story of Tegan in the Age
of Darkness.

What you'll experience in Age of Darkness (features)

Explore the regions of Cuna, Venaria and the underworld accompanied by self composed music.
Encounter countless dialogues in which you can decide what to say.

Find new friends.
Solve puzzles and find items.

Find Relict and defeat the darkness.

Age of Darkness is a family friendly game containing no violence or swearing.
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Used a mod menu on SP Zombies, the game crashed.
I blew up Kino Der Toten with modded guns, the game crashed.
I put some types of mods, the game crashed.
I put the settings on max, the game crashed.

Overall the game is good. Well done!. A fun Turn Based RPG that in some ways reminds me of Diablo II. Especially the music,
which is incredible collection of Guitar tracks, and extremely reminiscent of Diablo II's Act II Soundtrack.

The gameplay CAN get a tad repetitive, but for a casual RPG this is very much worth your time.. its a nice attempt but its just a
worse DEEP SPACE WAIFU.. I've got 20 years in the fireworks industry, they got a lot right with this. The game is a very early
build, the controls are a bit wonky, but they're on the right track. Regardless, it's fun to play around with and $10 well spent..
Big ol' heaping pile of wet \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 garbage.
. I love vaporwave and this game is phenominal!
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I played 16 minutes exactly, just to realize that it's not worth it. This game should be in early access for a while before going on
sale in these poor conditions... Refund is coming. Awful, just awful. It is so poorly designed and executed that it is simply
unplayable. I like slow RTS games but this was glacial... It is a really grand disappointment given that it is one of the few games
set in during the Korean War where rapid deployment and massive artillery barrages were the norm. I really wish I could get a
refund for this terrible game.. THIS GAME IS AMAZING IN VR... I totally enjoyed it, it's a must!!. ruff and not full english.
Application is too slow. When i start up The Puzzle Room it gives me a warning that the Application is too slow and. It Works
just fine on my friends geoforce 780 But not om my geforce 1070. Please explain.. I really enjoyed this game with my previous
system. Don't expect a AAA title but I still found it very fun. My issues with the game arose when I updated my system several
months ago. The game now crashes every time I attempt to play it and though this is likely be due to the new hardware there
seems to be no attempt to update the game to make it stable enough to play. This is frustrating because it has been over 6
months since I updated my system and now 70% of my games do not work anymore. Steam wont respond to my messages and I
am still waiting for Battleye to respond to my message. If you have a new system beware, help is hard to come by and the game
is completely unplayable on a new system in this state. Below I will place my system details (dxdiag already attached to my
message to Battleye).

Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8750H CPU @ 2.20GHz (12 CPUs), ~2.2GHz
16 GB RAM
Windows 10

I've searched forums. Verified integrity caches, uninstalled and reinstalled. Updated all my Intel drivers, Windows drivers,
GeForce drivers. Steam seems to take the stance that it isn't their problem so I am out hundreds of dollars in now unusable
games. With no fix seemingly on the horizon and Steam apparently taking the stance that I will have to just pay more money to
have usable games (brand new games) I feel robbed and will be attaching this review to every game in my library that no longer
functions. Thank you for reading my rant and I'm sure Ill take some flak in the comments but I'm fed up with shady business
practices from developers and the like.
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